
Cubed Circle Newsletter 212 – Genichiro Tenryu's Retirement Show, Survivor Series & More!

In this week's issue we return to semi-normalcy with coverage of the latest Rizin news (not normal 
at all), Tenryu's retirement show, Survivor Series, an horrendous RAW, why you should be watching
the Disco Challenge Ladder Match instead, and the follow up to the famous Ted DiBiase heel turn 
of 1982 leading into the Super Dome!

– Ryan Clingman, Cubed Circle Newsletter Editor

The Pro-Wres Digest for November 22nd – November 28th 2015. 
Ben Carass.

Clearly, there was no ISIS terrorist act carried out during Survivor Series. I don’t feel particularly 
comfortable even talking about this, because a wacky, tech-issue ridden, pro-wrestling newsletter is 
not the forum for discussing a bunch of brainwashed psychopaths who kill innocent people. 
Regardless, on Saturday 21/11, there was in fact a warning that the Philips Arena in Atlanta, GA 
was on a list of potential targets for terrorist activity. The International Business Times cited the 
online network of activates, Anonymous, as the source of this “intelligence”, however the 
Anonymous twitter on the very same day tweeted that that had no idea where these rumours came 
from. Even if there was never really any danger to anyone attending Survivor Series, WWE took the
threat extremely seriously and beefed up security at the Philips Arena. There are plenty of pictures 
from the event with armed security and police cars everywhere, but thankfully they were never 
called into action. HHH made a statement on his Facebook page and reassured people that there was
no credible information about any threat for the Survivor Series, but he noted the extra security and 
stated that fans would not be allowed to bring any kind of bag into the arena; even women’s 
handbags were prohibited. Vince McMahon inevitably got the last laugh on the phantom terrorists 
by having Lilian Garcia sing the national anthem before the show, so once again the heartbeat of 
America, the WWE, triumphed over evil!

In yet another injury blow for the WWE, it was reported on Monday that Cesaro will be out at least 
4-6 months with a torn rotator cuff in his left shoulder. Curiously, Jim Ross first had the SCOOP on 
twitter on Sunday night before the Survivor Series, which Cesaro had to be pulled from and 
replaced by Titus O’Neil in the 5-on-5 match. WWE confirmed the injury the next day and stated on
their website that Cesaro had been working through the injury for two months because he didn’t 
realise the severity of the damage. 

Monday’s RAW ratings were an absolute catastrophe. The show did a 2.16 with 2.95 million 
viewers, the lowest non-holiday number since March 3rd 1997 when the show did a miserable 1.9 
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rating. The first hour did 3.19 million viewers, hour two did 2.99 and the third hour dropped to 2.71 
million. By comparison, the 2014 show the day after the Survivor Series when Sting debuted did 
4.29 million viewers: Hour one did 4.73 million, hour two did 3.99 and hour three did 4.01 million 
viewers. That’s a drop of 30.2% in one year; to say people were not interested in seeing Sheamus as
the new champion is an understatement. The next time you see one of those “Did You Know” 
graphics on RAW and WWE are bragging about they have more social media followers than the 
NFL, keep in mind that this past Monday’s game between the New England Patriots and the Buffalo
Bills crushed RAW in the ratings and did 14.26 million viewers.
 
TNA are running FIVE straight nights of TV tapings from January 5-9 in Bethlehem, PA at the 
Sands Bethlehem Events Centre. The first show which will be taped on 5/1 will be the debut 
episode on PopTV and is being advertised as “live,” however in TNA language that means at least a
two-hour delay. The usual names will be appearing, including: Kurt Angle, Matt & Jeff Hardy, 
Bobby Lashley,  Ethan Carter III, Drew Galloway, Bobby Roode, Gail Kim & Tigre Uno. TNA will 
also be taping TV in the UK at the end of January, so they will end up with at least 3 months of TV 
shows in the can. On Wednesday Mike Johnson of PWInsider reported that TNA had cancelled their
tour of India which was scheduled to run from December 2-4.  The story goes that they were 
scheduled to fly to Paris before connecting to Mumbai but apparently “safety concerns” and 
“logistical issues” caused the entire tour to be “postponed.” TNA’s TV deal with SonySIX includes 
the company doing at least one tour a year of India and the dates were paid shows with free 
admission, so it is not a matter of low ticket sales. They were planning on taping some One Night 
Only PPVs and the semi-finals of the world title tournament while over there; luckily the semi-
finals were already taped back in July so they can just dust of that footage for iMPACT. Word is that
the wrestlers are once again not happy at all with TNA, as they now have to scramble to get indie 
bookings to make up for the money they would have been making. TNA is claiming that all the 
talent will still get paid for the India tour, however that is hard to believe considering some of the 
guys and girls in TNA don’t get paid after working a show that actually took place, never mind a 
show that was cancelled. There are currently no TNA dates scheduled until the January 5th “live” 
iMPACT show in Bethlehem, PA. 

Speaking of shows being cancelled/postponed, AAA announced on 25/11 that their big year end 
show, Guerra de Titanes would not be taking place. The event was set for 12/4 at Feria de Tampico 
in Tampico and Rey Mysterio vs. Johnny Mundo for the vacant AAA Mega Heavyweight 
Championship was the advertised main event. It seems like the explanation, while not confirmed by
the company, is that Mysterio was unavailable for that day and AAA have “postponed” the show 
rather than cancelling it all together. Lucha Underground have two taping dates set for December on
the 12th & 13th so it is entirely possible that Mysterio could make his debut in the Temple that 
weekend. I suppose now that Guerra de Titanues is cancelled, anyone from AAA could work the 
Lucha Underground tapings; hopefully Marisela Pena doesn’t show up in the front row and 
awkwardly receive hugs from the technicos all night long.

Solomon Crowe and Brad Maddox are no longer working for the WWE. Crowe, who had been in 
the NXT system for nearly two years, was virtually never seen on NXT TV except in the role of an 
enhancement guy and he reportedly asked for his release, which was granted on 24/11. Maddox had
not been seen on TV since the end of his stint as the RAW GM and Mike Johnson is reporting that 
he was fired for some comments he made before last week’s SmackDown tapings in Knoxville, TN.
Supposedly, during a dark match with R-Truth, Maddox got on the mic and referred to the crowd as 
a bunch of “cocky pricks” and the WWE brass were so furious that Maddox was cut a week later. It 
is hard to believe that they would fire Maddox just for using a light swear word. My guess is that 
Maddox was already on the bubble and this was likely the final straw in the minds of Talent 
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Relations. 

Yoshinobu Kanemaru announced that he will become a free agent when his contract with All Japan 
will expires on 15/12. I don’t expect Kanemaru to go back to NOAH, where he worked from 2001-
2012 and became the company’s first ever GHC Junior Heavyweight champion, since Kanemaru 
jumped to All Japan with Jun Akiyama, Go Shiozaki, Kotaro Suzuki & Atsushi Aoki in January 
2013 when the whole Kenta Kobashi NOAH firing debacle went down.
 
In this week’s Observer it was reported that Zack Sabre Jr is finishing up with NOAH after this 
current tour which ends on 30/11. Sabre is not advertised for any of NOAH dates December, 
including the big “Destiny” show on 23/12 at the Ota Ward General Gymnasium in Tokyo which 
features Minoru Suzuki defending the GHC Heavyweight title against Naomichi Marufuji.  There 
have been rumours of WWE being interested in Sabre for a couple of months now and Dave 
Meltzer noted that he had been talking about moving to the US even before the WWE rumblings 
began. WWE recently ran a story on their website about Sabre and put him over as one of the top 
stars on the indie circuit, which obviously got a lot of people thinking Sabre was Florida bound. 
Sabre is advertised for two Revolution Pro Wrestling shows in January: on 3/1 it’s Sabre vs. Marty 
Scurll in a rematch of the BOLA semi-final at the London Cockpit and on 16/1 Sabre challenges AJ 
Styles for the Undisputed British Heavyweight title at the York Hall. If Sabre is going to end up 
with a developmental deal, and you would have to believe that a guy with his abilities would be a 
no-brainer to be brought into the top mix in NXT, it looks like it will be at some point in early 2016.
 

It is official; Bob Sapp vs. Akebono is set for the Rizin New Year’s Eve show. Nobuhiko Takada 
made the announcement on Fuji TV on 27/11 and a rematch of the most watched fight in the history
of Japan is set. Sapp & Akebono’s kickboxing match for K1 on New Year’s Eve 2003 did a 
monstrous 54 million viewers; it was Akebono’s first fight after leaving Sumo and Sapp was a huge 
TV celebrity so everybody wanted to see the battle of the monsters. In their first fight, Sapp KO’d 
Akebono at 2:58 of the first round with a right hook. The closest thing to a rematch was when the 
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two were on opposite sides of an eight-man tag match at Wrestle Kingdom 7 on January 4th 2013. 
The two have quite the terrible record when it comes to fighting. Akebono is 0-4 as an MMA 
fighter, losing to names such as Giant Silva, Don Frye & Royce Gracie, all of whom were past their 
prime when they beat him. Akebono’s Kickboxing record isn’t much better either as he is 1-8, with 
his lone win coming in 2005 against Nobuaki Kakuda. That’s a combined record of 1-13. Sapp, who
retired from fighting in late 2013, on the other hand is 11-18-1 in MMA, with his last win over 
Sascha Weinpolter in 2010, and 11-17 in Kickboxing. I doubt that they will have the same interest 
as in 2003, but still it is yet another freak-show added to the Rizin card for New Year’s Eve and this 
one might be the most ridiculous of them all.

Go Shiozaki competed in his first match back in NOAH on 26/11 when he defeated Mitsuhiro 
Kitamiya in 9:41 at Korakuen Hall. I haven’t seen the match yet, but from reports it appears that 
Minoru Suzuki sat in the front row then had a stare-down with Shiozaki afterwards; so it looks like 
they are teasing a match between the two at some point. 

Jesse Barr, whom I have become quite familiar with doing the Mid-South reviews, underwent a 
quadruple bypass surgery this week. Jesse, the son of Portland star, Sandy Barr and older brother of 
the late Art Barr, is probably most well-known for his time in the WWF as Jimmy Jack Funk, the 
kayfabe brother of Dory & Terry. Barr also was one of the victims of the many legendary badass 
Haku stories, as in 1987 during a show in Puerto Rico Barr & Haku got into an argument which 
almost resulted in Haku ripping out his eye. Barr may not have lost his eye, but he did lose his job, 
as he was fired by the WWF for the incident.  

Some sad news emerged on 26/11, as the news of Tommy Gilbert passing away was released on 
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Twitter by his son Doug. Tommy Gibert, father of Doug & Eddie, was 75 and was part of the 
Tennessee wrestling scene throughout the 60s, 70s & 80s, working for Nick Gulas and Jerry Jarrett. 
Doug broke the news with a Tweet which read, "Earlier this morning, my dad Tommy Gilbert left us
and is now home in heaven with Eddie. Prayers during this difficult time are appreciated."

There is a big weekend of independent wrestling in the UK, with Progress running the Electric 
Ballroom in Camden, London on 29/11 which sees Will Ospreay defending the Progress title 
against Mark Andrews in the main event. Also on the card is Marty Scurll vs. Tommaso Ciampa and
last month promoter, Jim Smallman, announced that this would be Ciampa’s last independent 
booking before going to WWE fulltime, however there hasn’t been much news or any kind of 
update as far as that goes. Preston City Wrestling are running their biggest weekend of the year, 
with 4 joint shows with Ring of Honor from 27-29. Adam Cole, reDRagon, Roderick Strong, 
Dalton Castle and ROH champion Jay Lethal are all appearing on the shows and will also be 
involved in a bunch of meet-and-greets over the course of the weekend. 

Ring of Honor announced on 23/11 that they will be bringing some New Japan guys over to work 
the 14th Anniversary show on 26/2 and the TV tapings the next day on 27/2 in Las Vegas, NV. At 
present Shinsuke Nakamura is the only name advertised for the shows.
 
Some TV notes in brief: NXT this week featured the much talked about Eva Marie vs. Bayley 
match for the Women’s title. Do not be fooled into thinking the match was good, because it was not 
at all, however the agents did a fantastic job of laying everything out in such a way that Eva would 
not be too exposed. Still, the match had to be heavily edited for the TV show and all the ref bumps, 
Nia Jax interference and kicking out of finishes couldn’t cover up the fact that Eva Marie is just not 
cut out to be a professional wrestler. Her selling is deplorably bad and her offence is just as terrible, 
but WWE are in love with her so she will be on the main roster no matter what in 2016. Bayley 
tried her best in the match and she retained the title after the company did everything in their power 
to convince the Full Sail crowd that Eva was going to win the title. It was a fine example of how to 
lay a match out to cover up somebody’s glaring weaknesses, however I see that almost every week 
with JYD in Mid-South and at least his punches and kicks were a million times more believable 
than Eva Marie’s.

Also on the NXT show was one of the best contract signings in a long time. Finn Balor demanded 
Samoa Joe come out and look him in the eye, however Joe simply walked down the ramp, got in the
ring, signed the contract and walked away, never looking at Balor once. It was so great. Sadly, they 
had Joe jump Balor from behind on the ramp and they had a nice brawl, but if they would have just 
held the brawl off for a week and left the contract signing the way it was, they could have had an 
all-time memorable segment. SmackDown was essentially the New Day Thanksgiving Holiday 
Spectacular. New Day had a “Potluck Dinner” and a bunch of guys showed up for a mildly amusing
comedy segment. Xavier Woods was dressed up as the Gobbledy Gooker, but he was jumped in the 
back by the Usos and Jey Uso put the costume on to mess with New Day during their match with 
the Lucha Dragons. Jimmy Usos brought Xavier out all tied up in his underwear and Jey revealed 
that he was in the Gooker outfit and the Usos and Lucha Dragons laid out the New Day. The main 
event was actually worth checking out if you have the time, as Dean Ambrose beat Dolph Ziggler &
Tyler Breeze in a #1 contenders match for the IC title. The only negative was that Ambrose pinned 
Breeze; 50/50 at its finest. 
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Genichiro Tenryu's Revolution Final November 15th 2015
Sumo Hall, Sumida, Tokyo 

The career journey of former All Japan Triple Crown Champion, founder of SWS, and ace of WAR,
Genichiro Tenryu, was an interesting one. Unlike his career rival Jumbo Tsuruta, or the Holy Trinity
who rose to prominence following his 1990 departure to SWS, Tenryu began his career as what 
many would consider a sub-par worker. Over the course of several years, however, he grew into his 
push, and became one of the best workers of not only his era, but the next several that followed -- a 
performer who had one of the most legendary feuds in the history of All Japan pro-wrestling with 
Jumbo Tsuruta, culminating in their 1989 classic at Budokan Hall. But Tenryu's career was unique 
for more than just the fact that he got a slower start than the major generational stars that came 
before or after, as longevity wise he ranks amongst the very best Japan has ever had to offer, 
performing at the highest level from the mid 1980s to the early/mid 2000s. This was a period where 
Tenryu had some of his greatest matches outside the context of the Jumbo Tsuruta feud, battling the 
likes of Toshiaki Kawada, Satoshi Kojima, and Keiji Mutoh, and carrying an All Japan that may 
have approached collapse without him following the NOAH exodus of 2000.

For as much sustained success that Tenryu had in-ring, very few performers remain at a world class 
level entering their mid-40s, let alone 50 and on-wards, and whilst Tenryu was able to work the 
grizzled veteran role through to his 2004 NJPW run, time eventually caught up with him. Post-2004
Tenryu still managed to break out an occasionally great performance, but for more than a decade 
Tenryu was the grumpy old man that was fun to watch on occasion, but wasn't lighting the world on
fire as he did All Japan, and New Japan to a far lesser extent. In more recent years Tenryu worked 
sporadic undercard and gimmick matches for NOAH, All Japan, and even Osaka Pro, Dragon Gate, 
and DDT – as well as on the much beloved HUSTLE in more central roles.
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But after continuing to perform in a role still fulfilled by Fujinami, Masa Fuchi, and Fujiwara , 
Tenryu, remarkably older than Fuchi and Fujinami, announced his retirement in February, in 
October challenging Kazuchika Okada for his final match on November 15th at Sumo Hall. 10,500 
at Sumo Hall on the 15th saw what may very well have been Tenryu Project's final show, featuring a
bizarrely charming hodgepodge of talent from around Japan from Mieko Satomura to The Great 
Kabuki to Tomohiro Ishii to Ricky Fuji to Jun Kasai to Kikutaro to Riki Choshu. Major promotions,
NJPW, AJPW, NOAH, BJW, Dragon Gate, and Sendai Girls were all represented, as was the fringe 
of Japanese pro-wrestling; Ryukyu Dragon Pro-Wrestling, and Dotonbori Pro-Wrestling for 
example (neither of which I have ever encountered) and an eclectic blend of freelance indie sleaze. 
The first half of the show was largely miss-able, however, and dragged considerably at points with 
several DUD and negative star matches . But, when accounting for the fact that the average age of 
the performers on the card was 43, perhaps a low quality undercard was to be expected.

Stars and non-stars alike in related styles were generally grouped together as logically as possible. 
Crazy old Ricky Fuji was paired with the likes of Kikutaro and The Winger (a former W*NG 
undercard talent, now freelancer) on the undercard, the joshi had their match (thankfully there was 
no intergender work on the show), and there was a NJPW style junior multi-man, only with fewer 
dives, which featured Liger, Shima, Fujita, Dragon Joker (?), and others all lumped together in a 
match of the masked, and slightly less immobile. The shooters had their corner too, one which made
for the second best match on the show; Fujiwara (66!) and Takayama (body of a 76 year old) 
working opposite Minoru Suzuki and Kazunari Murakami in what was a standout *** 3/4 - **** 
level battle with many a slap, strike, and submission.

Other match combinations were quite inexplicable, fourth on the show was a clear negative star 
match in Great Kabuki, KAI, and Buki versus Jun Kasai (!), Toru Sugiura, and Great Kojika, at 73 
years of age. Kojika quickly (and this was evidently the only thing he did quickly) demonstrated 
why no one should be wrestling at 73; wrestling in a t-shirt and more immobile than Manabu 
Nakanishi -- for perspective, this man still wrestles every month and debuted in 1967.
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The best match on the show was the semi-main event tag team match pitting current BJW Tag Team
champions against one another with Daisuke Sekimoto & Kazuyuki Fujita versus Yuji Okobayashi 
& Suwama. The match psychology was unique with Suwama and Fujita having a ridiculously 
prolonged stare-down at the beginning of the match after having to be restrained by their respective 
partners. They then proceeded to elbow the tag champions to the outside so that they could continue
their face-off. The interesting story here was that the crowd, who too booed Okada in the main 
event at times, turned on Suwama and Fujita, Fujita in particular. This led to a strange dynamic 
where BJ Strong were the babyfaces on opposite ends whilst Fujita, and at least in the match's early 
period, Suwama, were in one way or another disliked. In fact, the heat Fujita generated even 
translated into the post match where Fujita was booed when attempting to get Suwama to agree to a 
shoot fight! Whilst this was the best match on the show, what followed was in every way the most 
significant.

Tenryu entering for his final match got a great reaction, although most certainly not on the order of 
a Kobashi, or even Tsuruta who didn't wrestle on his retirement show due to health issues. Similarly,
as banged up as Kobashi may have been heading into his final match at Budokan Hall, he worked a 
six-man tag and was at the time nearly twenty years younger than Tenryu was here. Still, even if 
Tenryu struggled to get up at times, failed to throw compelling strikes, was slow and visibly 
exhausted towards the end of the match where he fell to the Rainmaker, Okada and Tenryu probably
satisfied anyone who entered with realistic expectations. The Rainmaker finish fell flat though, with
the crowd deflating somewhat when they saw the main around which the show was built lose, 
whether or not the majority of those in attendance were one-night nostalgia fans returning to see a 
hero from at least one generation ago retire, or followers of one or more of the many promotions 
on-board is unclear.
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Credit also needs to be given to Okada, who carried Tenryu better than most anyone could have 
expected him to. Tenryu's lack of agility and rigid movements were accounted for as best possible, 
although if Tenryu hitting the ropes, as cringe worthy as it may have looked, was out of Okada's 
control (as were the numerous potatoes he took), as were many moments throughout, but he 
managed to do all he could to prevent the show's centrepiece from falling into disarray -- when the 
Okada of a couple of years ago would have. This wasn't a legendary performance from either man, 
but it is an experience that will benefit Okada, and aided in sending Tenryu out on as high a note as 
his body would allow -- perhaps even a little higher.  

During the post match as visibly emotional a Tenryu as you are likely to see, rose to his feet for the 
entrance of Stan Hansen and Terry Funk, who were flown in to present him with flowers, a plaque, 
and so forth. Unfortunately, what looked like a worthwhile video package was shown only in the 
arena, meaning that we only got a 50x50 partially obscured version. The ten bell salute and stare off
into a single spotlight followed -- longtime traditions for Japanese pro-wrestling retirements -- at 
which point Tenryu was showered with streamers.

In comparison to the Bull Nakano and Kenta Kobashi retirement shows of recent years this show 
does not compare. However, the upper card on this show, from match nine on wards is worth 
seeking out. The retirement ceremony was great, and in the building undoubtedly spectacular with 
the inclusion of the video package. The Okada match wasn't a masterpiece in any sense, but a carry 
job that served as a showcase for Okada's growth as a worker, and a happy send-off to one of the 
more influential Triple Crown Champions of all time, and a legendary figure in Japanese pro-
wrestling.
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Star Ratings for Revolution Final 2015/11/15:

1. Ricky Fuji & Sanshiro Takagi vs Kikutaro & The Winger
DUD

2. Meiko Satomura & Tomoko Miyagi vs DASH Chisako & Sendai Sachiko
** ½ 

3. Jushin Liger, Ryota Chikuzen, Gurukun Mask, Shigeno Shima & Dragon JOKER vs Onryo, 
Kuuga, TARU, Minoru Fujita & Yasu Kubota
** ½ 

4. Great Kabuki, KAI & Buki vs Great Kojika, Jun Kasai & Toru Sugiura
-** 
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5. Yoshinari Ogawa & Kendo Kashin vs NOSAWA Rongai & Kenichiro Arai
DUD

6. Koki Kitahara, Ryuji Hijikata & Kotaro Nasu vs Katsuhiko Nakajima, Hikaru Sato & Kazuki 
Hashimoto
*** ¼ 

7. Shiro Koshinaka & Arashi vs Taiyo Kea & Yuto Aijima
** ½ 

8. Yoshiaki Fujiwara & Yoshihiro Takayama vs Minoru Suzuki & Kazunari Murakami
**** 

9. Riki Choshu & Tomohiro Ishii vs Akitoshi Saito & Ryuichi Kawakami
*** ½ 

10. Suwama & Kengo Mashimo vs Kazuyuki Fujita & Yuji Hino
**** ¼ 

11. Genichiro Tenryu vs Kazuchika Okada
** ¼ 

I would be very happy with an annual show of this sort. 

WWE Survivor Series – November 22nd 2015
Philips Arena: Atlanta, GA. 
Ben Carass.

Once again Vince McMahon got cold feet on crowning Roman Reigns as the top babyface and 
now we are heading into WrestleMania season with SHEAMUS as our top heel. SHEAMUS. Not 
Kevin Owens, not Dean Ambrose, not Bray Wyatt, not even Alberto Del Rio. SHEAMUS!!! In 
case you have been under a rock, Roman Reigns beat Dean Ambrose in the final of the WWE title 
tournament in a 9 minute match then SHEAMUS cashed in MITB and won the title. SHEAMUS!!!
I guess Vince’s master plan is to cast Reigns in the Daniel Bryan role from 2013/14 when the 
Authority screwed Bryan in 4 straight PPV main events then kept him out of the Rumble because 
they thought Batista vs. Randy Orton would be a suitable WrestleMania main event and only went
with Bryan when they could not ignore the fans hijacking every show anymore. If that really is the 
idea then Reigns’ future as a potential top guy is going to die a horrible death. He isn’t popular 
enough for the fans to get behind him like they did with Bryan and Reigns vs. SHEAMUS & The 
Authority is the most transparent attempt by the company at a last ditch attempt to con the fans into
accepting Reigns. This is the third big match this year that Reigns has failed in and he is now in 
danger of entering Lex Luger territory. Presumably it will be Reigns vs. Sheamus at TLC in some 
sort of gimmick match where Sheamus can get a cheap win, but that is still another loss for Reigns.
I know some people were expecting either Ambrose or Reigns to turn heel on the other, but they 
already had a much better option for a top heel then either of them and certainly a better choice than
SHEAMUS in Kevin Owens. Sadly for Owens, while being much better in all aspects of 
performing than SHEAMUS, he (clearly) doesn’t hang out at the gym with HHH and given the 
choice between Owens & SHEAMUS, there was only ever going to be one outcome with Vince 
McMahon in charge. 
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Survivor Series started out as a perfectly fine show but due to shambolic booking everything fell 
drastically off a cliff about an hour in and just kept sinking as the show wore on. It’s not just Vince 
& Creative who are to blame for the disaster that Survivor Series turned into; the agents need to be 
held accountable for laying out matches that seemed like they were almost intentionally booked to 
make no sense and to have nobody care about them. Pretty much everyone in the back with any 
kind of influence is culpable for this one. 

Pre-show was the customary mindless blather from the usual geeks. We got a completely 
unadvertised traditional 5-on-5 Survivor Series match. That’s right, Survivor Series has become 
such a joke that its signature match was reduced to a bunch of geeks on the pre-show. 
Goldust, Neville, Titus O’Neil & The Dudley Boyz vs. Stardust, Miz, Bo Dallas & The 
Ascension. – Goldust, Dudleys & Titus were the survivors at 18:10. Match was pretty dull. 
Goldust was over since he isn’t on TV every week and the fans aren’t sick to death of him. Titus 
was subbing for Cesaro, who’s out with a shoulder injury. Goldie eliminated Viktor in 30 seconds 
with a powerslam then Bubba got rid of Konnor at 5:27. Miz eliminated Neville at 8:40 after the 
Cross Rhodes & the Skull Crushing Finale. Why they couldn’t pin Titus is anybody’s guess. 
Goldust rolled-up Miz at 9:05 then the match kept going, with the 4-2 advantage for the faces, until
Titus pinned Bo at 17:20 and Stardust ate the 3D for the finish. – They pinned Neville?! That tells 
you all you need to know about how this company thinks. The babyfaces had the advantage and it 
still took them over 8 minutes to defeated to prelim geek heels. That’s strike one for the agents. 
In the most Vince McMahon thing ever, Lilian Garcia sang the Star Spangled Banner to open the 
show and WWE showed those evil terrorists that they are no match for a good old fashioned “slice 
of Americana.” Lilian of course did not sing La Marseillaise like before all the major sporting 
events in Europe this week. 

WWE World Championship Tournament Semi-Final: Roman Reigns vs. Alberto Del Rio (US 
Champion) w/Zeb Colter. – Reigns over in 14:10. Good match, probably the best since Del Rio 
came back, although that isn’t saying much. Del Rio worked over the shoulder of Reigns 
throughout. There was a nice near-fall at 11:10 when Reigns went for his spear but Del Rio 
countered with a superkick. Reigns did the Backlund lift out of the Cross Armbreaker and placed 
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Del Rio on the top rope. Finish saw Del Rio go for a move off the top and Reigns countered with 
the spear. – Reigns was booed heavily and even got the “Let’s go Roman/Roman sucks” duelling 
chant between the women & children versus the men. (***)

WWE World Championship Tournament Semi-Final: Dean Ambrose vs. Kevin Owens (IC 
Champion). – Ambrose over in 11:20. Another good match, I liked it more than the opener but 
there really wasn’t much between them. It was back-and-forth early then Owens necked Ambrose 
on the top for the heat. Owens hit his Super Fisherman Buster for a near-fall at 9:05. Owens went 
for the Pop-up Powerbomb but Ambrose countered with the Nigel Jawbreaker Lariat. Ambrose 
landed a tope at 10:15 but Owens ended up giving him his old F-Cinq onto the announcers table. 
For the finish, Owens went for the Powerbomb again but Ambrose escaped and hit his double arm 
DDT to get the pin. – For the way they booked the rest of the show, there really was no need for 
Ambrose to go over here, because his match with Reigns in the final only went 9 minutes. Imagine 
giving away one of the only fresh big matches you have in a tournament final, with zero build, and 
for it be totally irrelevant by the end of the show. (*** ¼)

Ryback, Lucha Dragons & The Usos vs. New Day, King Barrett & Sheamus. – Ryback, 
Kalisto & Jey Uso survived at 17:50. This is where the show fell off a cliff and never recovered. 
New Day did their comedy promo beforehand and Sheamus was made to look like a total geek 
when he said they were going to “Get Jiggy” on those “Posers.” Dragons & Usos did a quadruple 
dive onto all the heels then Ryback fell off the ring post on to the pile. Sin Cara eliminated Barrett
at 8:00. Xavier Woods sent Jimmy Uso packing at 9:25. Sheamus Brogue-kicked Sin Cara for the
pin at 10:45. Jey Uso got rid of Big E with a Superfly Splash at 11:32. Then things got horrible. 
Kofi decided to walk out with his New Day buddies and left Sheamus to fight the babyface all on 
his own. So, instead of the babyfaces running wild and getting the quick win, Sheamus overcame 
all the odds and valiantly fought all three men on his own. It was seriously like a TNA match at this 
point. Finally, the dirty babyfaces all ganged up on poor old Sheamus and they all hit a move 
before Ryback pinned him with the Shellshock. – This was utterly wretched. How any of the agents
allowed this monstrosity of a match to take place the way it did is mindboggling. The fans ended up
booing the babyface because Sheamus was the underdog! Also, whoever scripted Sheamus to say 
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let’s get “Jiggy” an hour and a half before he won the World title needs to be fired immediately. 
Strike two for the agents. (*)

WWE Diva’s Championship: Charlotte (C) vs. Paige. – Charlotte retained in 14:10. They 
recapped the feud without one mention of Reid, so that’s a plus at least. The women worked hard, 
but again this match was laid out in such a way that the babyface ended up getting booed. Paige 
essentially shone for a while then Charlotte cut her off for a heat segment. Strike 3 for the agents. 
They exchanged holds in a very boring manner and did some moves to very little reaction. Big spot 
saw Charlotte spear Paige off the barricade on the floor. It didn’t get much of a pop either. 
Charlotte won with the Figure-Eight and nobody cared at all. – It is astounding that these clowns 
still don’t understand what made the women in NXT special. I would say, “can’t they just put the 
title on Sasha Banks already”, but the way this Paige/Charlotte angle has been handled, Sasha is 
better off as far away from the bet as possible. (**)

Dolph Ziggler vs. Tyler Breeze w/Summer Rae. – Breeze over in 6:40. Match was rushed and 
they were trying to get as much in as possible. Ziggler was loudly calling spots and the referee 
audibly gave them their time cues throughout. Ziggler missed a superkick and Breeze won with the
Unprettier. – Breeze’s “big” win had no real impact because the match was completely nothing, it 
was almost like when Fandango beat Jericho at WrestleMania 29. (**)

Undertaker & Kane vs. Bray Wyatt & Luke Harper w/Erick Rowan & Braun Strowman. – 
Taker & Kane over in 10:20. Taker’s entrance was the best thing about the match, and maybe even
the whole show. They had two big “TX” symbols and they caught on fire when Taker came out. 
There was a coffin hanging from the ceiling and in it was a screen that showed the different 
incarnations of the Undertaker over the years; there was even the American Badass in there. 
Before the bell, Rowan tried to attack Kane & Taker but was double chokeslammed immediately 
and never seen again. It was pretty much a house show match; Kane sold briefly and Taker made 
the comeback. Taker & Kane did the double Michael Myers sit up then killed the Wyatts like 
total geeks. Finish saw Taker Tombstone Harper for the win. – This was pretty much what I 
expected and was fine for what it was, but my goodness is Bray Wyatt a loser when it comes to his 
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big feuds. You would think they have something big planned for Undertaker since he was so 
dominant here, but I suspect they have no clue where they are going with anything at this point. (** 
½)

WWE World Championship Tournament Final: Roman Reigns vs. Dean Ambrose. – Reigns 
became the WWE Champion at 9:05. Match started with 30 minutes of PPV time left, so it was 
obvious they had a post-match angle planned and when the finish came after 9 minutes it made it 
even clearer. It was fine while it lasted and they started with a Frye/Takayama spot for some 
reason. Crowd was split 70/30 in favour of Ambrose. They kicked out of each other’s finish, which 
didn’t really seem like a big deal so early into the match. Finish was pretty much just a spear out of 
nowhere and Reigns covered Ambrose to win the title. They gave Reigns the big pyro and confetti 
treatment while the crowd looked on in complete apathy. Finally, HHH came out and offered 
Reigns a handshake, but Reigns speared him for no reason whatsoever. Sheamus appeared and 
Brogue kicked Reigns and officially cashed in the MITB briefcase. 
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WWE World Championship: Roman Reigns (C) vs. Sheamus. – Sheamus became the new 
WWE Champion in 0:35. Sheamus went for the cover but Reigns kicked out. Sheamus tried 
another Brogue kick but Reigns dodged and went for a spear, however Sheamus caught him with 
the Brogue and pinned him to win the title. Afterwards, HHH & Sheamus shook hands and they 
left together. Reigns eventually came to and tried to get sympathy but the crowd was having none 
of it then he slowly trudged off to the back. 

RAW Ramblings – November 23rd 2015.
Bridgestone Arena: Nashville, TN
Ben Carass.

Okay, this show was so boring and poorly booked that I’ve taken the executive decision to just blow
through what happened then talk about something much more interesting. 

The follow up to Sheamus cashing in the MITB on Roman Reigns consisted of an EIGHTEEN 
minute opening segment with the Authority, Sheamus & Roman Reigns. Stephanie of course 
emasculated Reigns then HHH & Reigns had a long stare down to set up a match at the Rumble or 
Mania. Sheamus was a complete afterthought and Rusev showed up and laid out Reigns. Main 
event saw Reigns beat Rusev via DQ in 18:50 when KING BARRETT interfered. Sheamus ran 
out and Reigns made a comeback on the new Sheamus, Barrett & Rusev stable. SUCKED. They 
announced Sheamus vs. Reigns in a TLC match for the show in December, so I guess Reigns gets 
screwed again and then faces HHH to get his redemption. How ironic is it that they are booking 
Reigns like Daniel Bryan when they did all they could to cut Bryan’s legs off in 2013?

Bray Wyatt & Luke Harper killed the Dudley Boyz in 8 minutes then all the Wyatts destroyed 
the Dudleys after the match. Sasha Banks pinned Becky Lynch in 4:10 of a nothing match. New 
Day had an open challenge celebration of their one year anniversary and they all buried country 
music. Lucha Dragons accepted then the Usos came out too but New Day cancelled the open 
challenge. Usos & Dragons beat up New Day 4-on-3 like jerks. Neville beat Mark Henry in 2:35 
with the Red Arrow, however Henry kicked out at 2 and the ref counted 3 anyway. This helped 
nobody. Goldust & The Prime Time Players over Stardust & The Ascension in 6:25 when Titus 
pinned Konnor. Alberto Del Rio & Zeb Colter came out and rambled about MexAmerica; nobody
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cared. Jack Swagger showed up and said “We the People.” So, so bad. Paige got a rematch with 
Charlotte for the Divas title because she showed footage from the Survivor Series match and it 
appeared that Charlotte had her hand under the rope during the finish. They wrestled for FIFTEEN 
minutes, it was boring, and they did a double-count out! Paige put Charlotte in the PTO on the 
table again because Creative had no new ideas. If you want to know how wretched this show was, 
HEATH SLATER got a whole segment to cut an in-ring promo. He wanted to put on a concert 
however Ryback showed up for no reason whatsoever. Slater hit Ryback with a guitar, which 
Ryback completely no-sold, then Slater got his ass kicked and the segment just ended. Garbage. 
Dean Ambrose & Dolph Zigger beat Kevin Owens & Tyler Breeze in 5:30 when Ambrose 
pinned Breeze to put him right back in the 50/50 club. There was an embarrassment of a product 
placement skit, with JBL & El Torito arguing over whether they should eat Tex or Mex food. 
Mark Henry showed up and we went inside his head for a dream sequence where he ate some kind
of TexMex fast food.

That’s enough about this dire RAW show, let’s get into some good old fashioned pro wrestling 
wackiness! It was December 1986 and the British wrestling scene was fighting a losing battle. Joint 
Promotions, owned and ran by Max & Shirely “Big Daddy” Crabtree, had lost the cornerstone of 
British Wrestling since 1965, the ITV World of Sport TV slot at 4:00pm on a Saturday afternoon. 

Even worse for the Crabtrees, they had to share 
TV rights with Brian Dixon’s much more 
exciting, All Star Wrestling, and tapes sent over 
from the WWF, in a bizarre weekly rotation 
system. Exposing the British public to the WWF 
product is certainly one of the major factors in 
the decline of the UK scene, which has only 
really started to recover over the last couple of 
years or-so. Compared to the slickly produced, 
high-tempo shows of the WWF, with outlandish 
storylines and huge men gassed to the gills, 
British Wrestling came off like a third rate 
amateur dramatics club trying to compete with 
the Royal Shakespeare Company. Still All Star 

promoter, Brian Dixon, who is still running shows to this day, was not ready to give up the fight 
and kicked off a “new season” of wrestling on January 3rd 1987 with the debut episode of All Star 
TV when he presented the infamous Disco Challenge Ladder Match between Kendo Nagasaki & 
“Iron Fist” Clive Myers. The idea was to offer something completely different from the stale Joint 
Promotion shows and bring some of that American-style razzle-dazzle to the All Star product. 

Kendo Nagasaki (Peter Thornley), one of the biggest names in British Wrestling at this point, had 
already unmasked during a famous televised ceremony in 1977, feuded with Big Daddy in Joint 
Promotions, and put the mask back on for a mask vs. mask program with King Kendo (Bill 
Clarke) for All Star in 1981/2. He returned after a four year hiatus and Brian Dixon promoted his 
inaugural TV show around Nagasaki vs. Myers in the ludicrous Disco Ladder Match. The show 
took place on December 27th 1986 from the London Hippodrome, which at the time was a nightclub
owned by sleaze tycoon, Peter Stringfellow, and would air a week later on 3/1. On that same show,
Mark “Rollerball” Rocco defeated Chic Cullen in a champion vs. champion match; Cullen was 
the current British Heavy Middleweight champion, while Rocco, one of the best workers Britain 
has ever produced, held the World Heavy Middleweight title. They told the young up-and-comer vs.
the old grizzled veteran story and when Rocco had enough of Cullen, he turned it up and won the 
first fall in Round 3 with a piledriver, his rolling senton and a slingshot suplex. Cullen fired up and 
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got the equalising fall in Round 4 with a nice belly-to-belly suplex but Rocco finished him off at 
2:40 of Round 5 with a tombstone piledriver, an elbow drop off the top and an inside cradle. It was 
by no means a classic match, but in terms of in-ring action it was a million miles ahead of the 
Ladder match which followed.

Nagasaki was past his prime as a worker and Clive Myers hardly fit the mould of a European 
technical wizard like Rocco and his “martial arts” gimmick was so corn-ball that it would have fit 
right into the Bruce Lee movies of the 70s. The premise of the match, inexplicably, was to climb 
the ladder and retrieve a gold record disc. I have no explanation as to why they were fighting over a 
gold disc other than it had something to do with the venue being a night club. It only went 7:30 and 
the first 40 seconds or-so were no different than any other wrestling match of the era. However the 
absurdity soon began, as virtually all expense was spared for a farcical light show, which consisted 
of merely flashing a gold overhead light and turning the LED nightclub fixtures on and off. To 

accompany this dazzling display was 
a medley of classical music, inducing
Mozart and Beethoven, which 
awkwardly came to an end about 4 
minutes in. Presumably, the DJ cued 
up whatever the big hit was in the 
clubs at the time and so began to play
a completely generic disco number 
while the action in the ring 
continued. “Action” may not be the 
best word, since the match consisted 
of a lot of forearms and kicks; Myers
pulled out two enzuigiris and landed 
a big splash off the top. The most 
heated spot of the match came when 

Myers tried to unmask Nagasaki, he of course was unsuccessful. Myers set up the gold ladder, 
complete with decorative Christmas tinsel, but Kendo pulled him off and rammed his face into the 
Ladder. Kendo tried to climb up to retrieve the gold disc, but Myers pulled him off the second rung
which resulted in one of the most laughable ladder bumps in history. After more dire exchanges, 
Myers climbed to the top of the ladder and Kendo yanked it out from underneath him, causing 
Myers to take a hell of a bump that looked a little out of control. Nagasaki, very anticlimactically, 
set up the ladder and climbed to grab the gold disc to mercifully end this charade. If the match 
wasn’t campy enough, the gold tinsel adorned ladder, red and green LED nightclub light fixtures 
and two enormous Christmas trees in the background brought an extra level of tackiness to the 
festive proceedings. On the plus side, you can add this to your list of Christmas related viewing 
over the next month or so. This glorious piece of WrestleCrap has become an annual tradition for 
me right alongside The Muppets Christmas Carol and Home Alone 2, so I encourage you to grab an 
extra-large glass of eggnog and sit back while you watch something that is only slightly more 
believable than a fat man in a red suit delivering presents to billions of children in one night. 
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Mid-South Wrestling (TV #147)
July 3rd 1982
Irish McNeil Boys Club: Shreveport, LA. 
Ben Carass.

After last week’s historic episode, Boyd Pierce & Bill Watts opened the show and Watts hyped the
big Superdome event coming up on July 7th then he noted that the footage of Ted DiBiase vs. JYD 
had been examined multiple times and there would be an “in-depth” look at what happened later on.
Watts also noted that the Bob Roop vs. JYD match would be to determine the #1 contender for the 
North American title. 

“Iron” Mike Sharpe & Jesse Barr vs. Jeff Sword & Doug Vine. – Sharpe & Barr over in 3:50. 
Sword & Vine actually put some effort into their enhancement role and had matching black robes 
& red tights, which was a nice touch. The faces shone early, with Barr doing most of the work. 
Barr went for an O’Connor role on Vine but Sword made a blind tag and the got a little heat on 
Jesse. The action was pretty solid until Sharpe got the hot tag and Bill Watts flat out said that 
Sharpe had “NO FINESSE” and “NO TECHNIQUE”. Finish saw Sharpe submit Vine with the 
Canadian Backbreaker. 

Back at the desk and Watts recapped the Ted DiBiase controversy, which he put over as a “very 
serious situation.”  Watts explained that Bob Roop, who was on commentary for the match last 
week, spotted that DiBiase pulled something out of his tights and loaded up his white glove; Watts 
noted that Roop claimed DiBiase had planned to do the same to him then Watts clarified that 
DiBiase said the glove was purely to protect his injured hand. They showed the promo from 
DiBiase two weeks ago when he vowed to never use the glove to cheat or to gain an unfair 
advantage then aired the finish of the North American title match last week with DiBiase knocking 
out the Dog with his loaded glove. Watts said he had spoken to DiBiase, who maintained that he 
didn’t use a weapon to load up his glove, however, IF he had, it was a no DQ match and it didn’t 
matter anyway. Watts gave JYD’s side of the story and said Dog told him he had never been hit 
that hard even when he was growing up fighting in “the ghetto.” Instead of treating the fans like a 
bunch of morons and leading them by the hand through all the steps, Watts encouraged the viewers 
to make up their own mind and simply said that it was up to all the fans to be the judge and jury. 

Non-Title Match: Ted DiBiase (North American Heavyweight Champion) vs. Tom Jones. – 
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DiBiase over in 3:58. DiBiase got a mixed reaction; he wasn’t unanimously hated but it was clear 
that most of the people understood this was not the same white meat babyface they had supported 
for two years. DiBiase outclassed Jones early and Watts noted that DiBiase still had the same fast, 
technical and “CLEAN” wrestling style he always had. Jones made a comeback and started to run 
wild but the referee pulled him back to break up the action in the corner. As the ref was distracted, 
DiBiase pulled a gimmick out of his tights, loaded up his glove (which was still white here) and 
knocked Jones out with a shot to the jaw. Watts went absolutely crazy on commentary and yelled, 
“I CAN’T BELIEVE MY EYES, BOYD PIERCE!” Just to be a jerk, DiBiase finished off Jones 
with a piledriver to get the pin then stared menacingly at the crowd afterwards. 

JYD (Mid-South Tag Team Champion) vs. Bob Roop. – JYD over in 1:33. Unfortunately for 
Roop, this was total rehab booking for JYD and it was an utter squash. JYD was fired up from the 

start and nailed Roop with a bunch of right hands, 
completely no-selling any of his offence. Roop tried to run 
away, but the Dog caught him and landed some more 
punches before getting the win with the Thump. Dog didn’t 
celebrate at all and walked to the locker room without 
playing to the fans. – This was all great follow up to the 
DiBiase turn. As noted earlier, one of the best things about it
was that Bill Watts simply presented the viewers with the 
facts and told them to make up their own mind. Then, during
the DiBiase match, Watts became Joe Sixpack sitting on the
coach at home and spoke for all the viewers’ when it was 

finally clear that DiBiase did indeed load up his glove. It was a bit of a shock to see JYD mow 
down a top guy like Roop, however I guess Watts & Ladd wanted Dog to look as strong as 
possible going into the Superdome match with DiBiase on the 7th.

Mississippi Heavyweight Championship: Mr Olympia (C) vs. The Grappler. – Olympia 
retained in 5:02. Really good TV match from two greatly underrated pros. Pace was fast during 

Olympia’s shine then Grappler cut him off with a 
flapjack, hit a backbreaker and worked over the back. 
Olympia got a Sunset Flip in for a hope spot but Grappler 
cut him off again and went after the mask! Olympia fired 
up and returned the favour by trying to unmask the 
Grappler! Finish was great, as Olympia missed a 
Crossbody off the second rope and Grappler loaded up his 
“orthopaedic” boot! Olympia avoided the dreaded loaded 
boot and put the Grappler in the Sleeper before getting the 
pin with a rollup. – I’ve noted in the past that I’m a sucker 
for the old-school masked wrestlers: The Assassins, 

Masked Superstar, the Destroyer, Super Destroyer, Lord Humongous, Mr Wrestling II, the 
Spoiler, etc. But Jerry Stubbs & Len Denton as Mr Olympia & the Grappler were two of the 
best when it comes to actual in-ring work.

Ernie Ladd vs. Killer Khan w/Skandor Akbar. – Khan over in 4:20. As expected, this was an 
ugly brawl but it was exactly what it needed to be. They traded ugly forearms, kicks, chops and 
chokes. Khan threw some Mongolian chops and shrieked with every blow. Watts hilariously 
explained that the shriek came from “Judo” and “Martial Arts training” and added more power to 
the blow! I’m well aware of the concept of Ch’i, but listening to Watts try and explain it was utterly
ludicrous. The ref took a bump and Akbar placed a chair in the corner, but Ladd countered and 
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sent Khan into it. Ladd nailed Akbar off the apron, however Khan gave him a very safe chair shot
to the head then followed up with a SUPERKICK(!) and his big Knee Drop off the second rope to 
get the win. – Poor old Ernie, he comes so close to getting his revenge on Skandor Akbar but 
always just comes up a little short. Khan looked strong going into the Superdome match with 
Andre the Giant on 7/7, even if it took the usual ref bump, dog and pony show finish to beat Ladd.

“Hangman” Harris vs. Buck Robley. – Robley over in 4:11. Match was boring, so Watts 
speculated about what Dick Murdoch, who was on a tour of New Japan, made of his former 
protégé, Ted DiBiase’s actions. Watts talked about DiBiase & Murdoch being tag team partners 
and sad that Murdoch had known DiBiase since he was a kid. Robley escaped Harris’ wacky 
hangman submission hold and won with his bionic steel forearm. 

At the announce desk, Boyd Pierce recapped Jim
Duggan’s debut in Mid-South last month as a 
bounty hunter for Skandor Akbar. Boyd threw 
to a tape from Joe Blanchard’s South West 
Championship Wrestling and a match between 
Duggan & Frank Monte from San Antonio. This
was 5 months before South West would debut on 
the USA Network, so Blanchard’s territory was 
still part of the NWA at this point. Duggan beat 
Monte with a big backbreaker and Boyd said he 
would be back in Mid-South next week, as well 
as Paul Ellering, then he and Watts signed off to
close the show. 

I guess you could call this the “go-home” show for the Superdome show on July 7th, and other than 
a couple of mentions from Watts on commentary, there wasn’t a whole lot of promotion on the TV 
show. Perhaps there were graphics and promos that aired during the commercials which aren’t on 
the tapes that I have, but either way they drew 22,800 fans so the people in New Orleans were well 
aware of the big Superdome show. Overall this show had a hard time following last week’s classic 
episode, however the follow up to the DiBiase turn was great and JYD was booked like Superman 
heading into their singles match on 7/7. Killer Khan was also kept strong as Mid-South capitalised 
on the Khan/Andre feud in the WWF in 1981 and promoted a match between the two as one of the 
main events on the Superdome card. This was a nice companion show to the big DiBiase heel turn 
but not really essential viewing like last week’s show. 

Results from the Superdome Extravaganza, July 7th 1982: 

(1) Jesse Barr pinned Mike Bond. (2) Paul Ellering pinned Billy Starr. (3)Jim Duggan pinned 
King Cobra. (4) Vivian St. John pinned Judy Martin. (5) Mike Sharpe pinned Rick Harris. (6) 
Steve Williams pinned Bob Roop. (7) Ernie Ladd & Buck Robley over Crusher Broomfield & 
The Assassin. (8) Mid-South North American Champ Ted DiBiase vs. Junkyard Dog went to a 
Double DQ. (9) Andre the Giant pinned Killer Khan. (10) Mid-South Tag Champs Mr. 
Olympia & Junkyard Dog beat John Studd & The Super Destroyer.

Results from prowrestlinghistory.com. 
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Next Week's Issue

In next week's newsletter, more news, playing catch-up, annual news, and more!

Contact
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